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Summary: The aim of this study is to evaluate the suitability of heart rate 
recordings for establishing a reliable connection to well-defined fatigue and 
performance measures in order to estimate fatigue in industrial and transportation 
applications. An overnight driving simulation scenario with partial sleep 
deprivation was utilized to induce strong fatigue. An experiment trial was divided 
into repeated sessions, each of which consisted of a driving performance and two 
vigilance tasks. Heart rate (HR) was recorded over the entire experiment; HR-
measures were derived and correlated against measures that were established from 
driving and vigilance task performance and that represent various aspects of 
operator fatigue. In a previous report (Hefner et al. 2009) we presented on the 
basis of the data of one volunteer that multiple fatigue measures correlate well 
with different expressions of heart rate variability (HRV), especially with long-
term HRV derived from Poincaré plots. In this work, we intensify the Poincaré 
analysis by dividing the distribution of HR data in different accelerating and 
decelerating segments and by establishing properties of asymmetry between these 
segments. We also show that most of the properties of long-term HRV correlate 
well with specific fatigue measures for a group of 5 volunteers despite their large 
inter-individual differences in HR-to-fatigue correlations. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Worker fatigue is a major concern for any operation that requires sustained employee alertness 
and performance, especially in industries where 24/7 shift work schedules are utilized, such as in 
mining, transportation and emergency services. During task performance, subjects have to 
expend physical and mental effort, which is usually reflected in increased heart rate (HR, number 
of heart beats in a certain time period) and decreased heart rate variability (HRV, phenomenon of 
varying time durations between heart beats, expression of balance between sympathetic and 
parasympathetic branch of autonomous nervous system) when compared to resting situations. In 
contrast to this, in a state of fatigue or relaxation HR will decrease and HRV will increase. 
Therefore, during periods where both workload and fatigue are high, HR measures can expose 
contradicting sensitivities. To add to this complexity, Coumel et al. (1995) pointed out that 
several HR measures show a strong circadian behavior under normal sleeping conditions. 
Therefore, a correlation to fatigue can be expected. As a consequence, the behavior of HR 
measures in general, and their ability to indicate fatigue in particular, can only be established 
under strict experimental conditions eliminating the influence of mental workload. In this 
experimental protocol of driving and testing (CTT and PVT), the mental workload and their 
influences were reduced to a minimum. 
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DATA COLLECTION 
 
The study was conducted at the Department of Adaptive Bio-Signal Analysis at the University of 
Applied Sciences, Schmalkalden (Germany). In each trial, a volunteer had to accomplish a series 
of driving simulations. The driving situation was laid out for monotony in order to catalyze 
fatigue: the task was to simply hold the lane on a road without intersections, crossroads or any 
other cars present through a landscape at dark night at high speed. Before a trial, a volunteer 
carried an activity monitor and completed a sleep/wake log for at least 24 hours prior to the trial. 
A volunteer arrived at the lab at 10:00 pm. After wire-up, checking logs and activity monitors, 
experiment sessions started at 11:30 pm. There were eight experiment sessions in one trial, each 
lasting one hour, thus the last session finished at 8:30 am. Volunteers had a 1-hour break at 3:30 
am. Each session included a 40-minute driving task, a 10-minute Compensatory Tracking Task 
(CTT), and a 5-minute Psychomotoric Vigilance Test (PVT). A total of 5 volunteers participated 
in the study, each whom completed two separate trials. 
 
DATA ANALYSIS 
 
Fatigue Measures 
 
Driving Sessions. During each 40-minute driving session (eight driving sessions per trial), the 
following parameter set (fatigue measure: definitions in italics, (labels) in parenthesis) allowed to 
capture the different facets of driver fatigue: 
 

 Typical signs of micro-sleep events (MSE) are prolonged eyelid closures, rolling eye 
movements, head nodding, and stare gaze. MSE are an objective, individually specific 
fatigue measure. The occurrence and severity of MSE was visually scored and logged 
during driving, resulting in a weighted sum of MSE per driving session. 

 Lateral lane deviation is a continuously recorded measure of driving performance. The 
standard deviation of lateral lane deviation (LaneDev) over an entire driving session 
forms another objective. 

 Accident events represent the consequences of the inability to stay awake and keep the 
lane. The measure (Acc) is the number of accident events over an entire driving session. 

 The Karolinska Sleepiness Scale is a standardized, subjective and independent measure of 
fatigue on a numeric scale between 1 and 10, which the volunteer stated verbally every 
four minutes during driving. Those values were averaged per driving session (KSS). 

 Percentage of eyelid closure, or PERCLOS – promoted for many years as an excellent 
objective measure of fatigue – was continuously recorded by a commercially available 
eye-tracking system. The average of PERCLOS over a driving session is called (PERCL). 

 
CTT Sessions. The Compensatory Tracking Task (Van Orden et al. 2000) is a two-dimensional 
visual-motoric performance task involving a target positioned in the center of a display and a 
moving disk. The task is to keep the disk as near to the center of the target annulus as possible, 
using a trackball whose movement induces a restorative force to the disk in the direction of the 
trackball motion. The task was performed for 10 minutes. The position of the disk is recorded as 
a function of its previous position and velocity. The mean and standard deviation of distance of 
the moving disk to the target (M/SD Dist), the mean and standard deviation of velocity of the 
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disk (M/SD Velc) and the mean and standard deviation of force applied to the disk (M/SD 
Force) are used as set of CTT fatigue measures. 
 
PVT Sessions. The Psychomotoric Vigilance Test (PVT) is a reaction task: the subject is 
instructed to respond to a visual stimulus (that is given in random intervals) with a button-push 
as quickly as possible. The PVT used in our study was the short 5-minute version evaluated in 
Lamond et al. (2005). Latency is defined as the time duration between the appearance of the 
stimulus and the response. The mean and standard deviation of latency (M/SD Latc) as well as 
the number of lapses, i.e. the absence of a response, were selected as set of PVT fatigue 
measures. 
 
Heart Rate Measures 
 
The position of R-peaks (i.e. heart beats) was detected in electrocardiogram (ECG) recordings. 
Calculating the time interval between consecutive beats results in an RR-interval time series with 
characteristic patterns and frequency contents. Artifacts or variant beats were excluded or 
corrected, respectively, by a thorough visual inspection of each series. 
 
Time Domain. For a segment of RR intervals – each during driving, CTT and PVT – the simplest 
measures are its mean and standard deviation, which we denote as heart rate (HR) and heart rate 
variability (HRV), respectively. All consecutive RR intervals differing more than 50 
milliseconds were counted and normalized by the length of the RR intervals segment, resulting 
in the measure (pNN50). After z-transforming the RR series, its zero-crossings were counted and 
normalized as well (ZeroCross). 
 
Phase Space. Levy (1977) showed a clear nonlinear relation between sympathetic and 
parasympathetic activity at one side and HR at the other. A simple method to capture this 
nonlinear characteristic is the so-called Poincaré plot in phase space. It is both a useful visual 
tool which can summarize an entire RR series and a quantitative technique. A Poincaré plot of 
RR intervals is composed of points (RRi, RRi+1), that is each point in the plot corresponds to two 
consecutive RR intervals. The resulting cloud of points (see Figure 1) is usually characterized by 
two common descriptors: its length along the line of identity (SD2, describes long-term HRV) 
and its breadth across this line (SD1, describes short-term HRV). In most Poincaré plots of RR 
intervals, there is a visible and statistically highly significant asymmetry (Piskorski & Guzik 
2007), with the upper part (decelerations) larger than the lower part (accelerations). In order to 
quantify those asymmetries, the Poincaré data distribution is transformed into Cartesian 
coordinates and then divided into four quadrants. In each quadrant, short- and long-term 
variations are calculated, resulting in the following 8 local descriptors (see Figure 2): 
 

 Acceleration along major axis (SD1a_right & SD2a_right) 
 Acceleration along minor axis (SD1a_low & SD2a_low) 
 Deceleration along major axis (SD1d_left & SD2d_left) 
 Deceleration along minor axis (SD1d_high & SD2d_high) 

 
To express asymmetries between the four quadrants, the following 4 asymmetry properties are 
established from the local descriptors: 
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 Asymmetry ratios of opposite quadrants: 
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These asymmetric properties are also calculated without being normalized against the global 
descriptors SD1 & SD2, resulting in the according asymmetries: 
 

 SD1a_right- SD1d_left 
 SD2a_low- SD2d_high 
 SD1a_low- SD1d_high 
 SD2a_right- SD2d_left 

 
Comparison of heart rate measures and fatigue measures 
 
Correlation coefficients between individual HR- and fatigue measures were computed. For each 
coefficient, session values of both trials (i.e. 16 sessions) of a HR and a fatigue measures were 
correlated. This approach averages (and therefore neglects) the intra-individual differences 
between both trials of each volunteer. In the next step, inter-individual differences were averaged 
in order to reveal universal coherences between HR- and fatigue measures. First, all session 
values (i.e. 16 sessions) of each measure of each subject were z-scored. Then, each session value 
of each measure was averaged over all 5 subjects. Finally, correlations were computed by pairing 
session values of each HR-measures with respective session values of each fatigue measure. 
Correlations were considered significant for p-values < 0.01. 
 

Figure 2. Poincaré plot of RR intervals during 
40 minutes of driving session, in Cartesian 

coordinates with various asymmetric 
properties of short- & long-term HRV 

Figure 1. An example of Poincaré plot of RR 
intervals with fitted ellipse; (Diagonal dotted 

line, the “identity line” helps divide all points to 
decelerations or accelerations) 
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RESULTS 
 
As stated in our previous report (Hefner et al. 2009), the fatigue measures of driving, CTT and 
PVT generally show a clear time-on-task and a modest time-of-day behaviour: fatigue is low 
during first sessions and significantly higher in the second half of the trial. Maximum fatigue 
occurs during the third- or second-to-last session, between 5:30 and 7:30 pm. In order to 
correlate well with fatigue measures, the HR-measures would have to follow this course (or 
exactly vice versa, in case of negative correlation). 
 
Tables 1-3 present a selection of individual correlation patterns. Inter-individual differences 
between the subjects are most obvious; the discrepancies are as extreme as for subjects 1 and 5 
(Tables 1 and 3); where for the former almost a third of all fatigue and HR-measures correlate 
significantly, whereas for the latter no (except one) combination of HR- and fatigue measure 
exhibits significance. Table 4 reveals that the best coherence between HR- and fatigue measures 
is obtained for the asymmetry properties of long-term HRV (SD2[…]) and lateral lane deviation, 
respectively. Lane deviation and accident score generally show the same correlation patterns, 
since both are highly inter-dependent. Also, CTT and PVT measures, mainly distance and 
latency, respectively, correlate well with asymmetry properties of long-term HRV, even though 
in smaller number. None of the asymmetry ratios of long-term HRV correlates with any fatigue 
measures. Also, one exception aside, there’s no correlation between measures of short-term HRV 
(SD1[…]) and fatigue. In the time domain, two different expressions of heart rate variability, 
standard deviation (HRV) and ZeroCross, show the same good correlation behaviour; mean heart 
rate (HR) and pNN50, on the other hand, are insignificant. Overall, the HR-measure ZeroCross 
exhibits the best coherence with fatigue measures. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The analysis of asymmetric properties of HRV confirms that long-term HRV in general 
correlates well with selected fatigue measures, but it didn’t reveal further details as to where this 
link originates (e.g. from acceleration or deceleration of the heart rate). One the other hand, it is 
pleasant that a systematic coherence of long-term HRV to selected fatigue measures could be 
established from a group of subjects despite their huge inter-individual differences. For the CTT 
and PVT condition, the expectation that distance and latency, respectively, will relate well to 
HR-measures was supported. On the other hand, it is curious that for the driving condition only 
lateral lane deviation (and accident score, its close relative) exhibits good correlations to HR-
measures. Particularly MSE and KSS were expected to correlate well with HR-measures, since 
both have been proven to be reliable measures for fatigue (Sommer et al. 2009). A possible 
explanation might be that the time courses of MSE and KSS on one hand and of HR-measures on 
the other are linked by a nonlinear relationship that cannot be revealed by correlation analysis. 
The strong coherence between long-term HRV properties and specific fatigue measures suggests 
the possibility to predict driver and operator fatigue in the middle-term (around 30 minutes) 
solely from recordings of heart rate. Future analysis will show if these results will hold true for 
larger study populations. 
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Table 1. Correlation coefficients between HR- and fatigue measures for subject 1 
 

 
 

Table 2. Correlation coefficients between HR- and fatigue measures for subject 3 
 

 
 

Table 3. Correlation coefficients between HR- and fatigue measures for subject 5 
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Table 4. Correlation coefficients between HR- and fatigue measures for the entire subject group 
 

 
 

Note: Significant values are marked gray 
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